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Abstract
Background Little is known about knee mechanics and muscle control after augmented ACL repair. Our aim was 
to compare knee biomechanics and leg muscle activity during walking between the legs of patients 2 years after 
InternalBraceTM-augmented anterior cruciate ligament repair (ACL-IB) and between patients after ACL-IB and ACL 
reconstruction (ACL-R), and controls.

Methods Twenty-nine ACL-IB, 27 sex- and age-matched ACL-R (hamstring tendon autograft) and 29 matched 
controls completed an instrumented gait analysis. Knee joint angles, moments, power, and leg muscle activity were 
compared between the involved and uninvolved leg in ACL-IB (paired t-tests), and between the involved legs in ACL 
patients and the non-dominant leg in controls (analysis of variance and posthoc Bonferroni tests) using statistical 
parametric mapping (SPM, P < 0.05). Means and 95% confidence intervals (CI) of differences in discrete parameters 
(DP; i.e., maximum/minimum) were calculated.

Results Significant differences were observed in ACL-IB only in minimum knee flexion angle (DP: 2.4°, CI [-4.4;-
0.5]; involved > uninvolved) and maximum knee flexion moment during stance (-0.07Nm/kg, CI [-0.13;-0.00]; 
involved < uninvolved), and differences between ACL-IB and ACL-R only in maximum knee flexion during swing 
(DP: 3.6°, CI [0.5;7.0]; ACL-IB > ACL-R). Compared to controls, ACL-IB (SPM: 0–3%GC, P = 0.015; 98–100%, P = 0.016; DP: 
-6.3 mm, CI [-11.7;-0.8]) and ACL-R (DP: -6.0 mm, CI [-11.4;-0.2]) had lower (maximum) anterior tibia position around 
heel strike. ACL-R also had lower maximum knee extension moment (DP: -0.13Nm/kg, CI [-0.23;-0.02]) and internal 
knee rotation moment (SPM: 34–41%GC, P < 0.001; DP: -0.03Nm/kg, CI [-0.06;-0.00]) during stance, and greater 
maximum semitendinosus activity before heel strike (DP: 11.2%maximum voluntary contraction, CI [0.1;21.3]) than 
controls.

Conclusion Our results suggest comparable ambulatory knee function 2 years after ACL-IB and ACL-R, with ACL-IB 
showing only small differences between legs. However, the differences between both ACL groups and controls 
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Introduction
Anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) tears can lead to knee 
instability [1] and – even after gold standard surgery 
of ACL reconstruction (ACL-R) – to impaired knee 
mechanics [2, 3], muscle function [4], coordination [5], 
and osteoarthritis [6]. In recent years, there has been a 
resurgence of interest in primary ACL repair, which had 
been abandoned in favour of ACL-R in the past [7], with 
the aim of achieving better results. In this context, ACL 
repair with additional synthetic tape augmentation using 
the InternalBrace™ (ACL-IB, Arthrex Inc., USA) has been 
introduced for proximal ACL tears [8]. In ACL-IB, the 
InternalBraceTM-augmentation consists of a polyethyl-
ene tape that is placed on the femorally reattached native 
ACL and fixed to the femur and the tibia [8].

The advantages of ACL repair procedures (augmented 
or non-augmented) over traditional ACL-R (where the 
torn ligament is replaced with an autologous muscle 
tendon [9]) are a less invasive procedure with preserved 
muscle-tendon units (no graft harvesting) and preser-
vation of native ACL fibres, including their native tibial 
origin. Functionally, ACL repair is thought to restore 
proprioception and natural knee mechanics, potentially 
reducing the risk of secondary knee osteoarthritis [8, 10–
12]. While comparable patient-reported outcomes [13–
16], higher, non-inferior or lower anterior knee laxity 
[13–16] and comparable pivot-shift test results [14, 15] 
have been reported in clinical exams after ACL-IB versus 
ACL-R, studies of the presumed mechanical benefit dur-
ing motion tasks after augmented ACL repair are lacking 
[17]. This raises the question of whether, in addition to 
the surgical advantages, ACL-IB also results in a good 
functional-biomechanical outcome and whether this out-
come is comparable to that in patients after the gold stan-
dard ACL-R. As the muscles spanning the knee joint can 
influence knee joint mechanics [18, 19] and ACL loading 
[20, 21], both biomechanical and muscle activity param-
eters must be considered to gain a comprehensive insight 
into the knee joint behaviour during locomotion.

The aim of this study was to compare knee biomechan-
ics and leg muscle activity during walking.

a) between the legs of patients 2 years after ACL-IB 
(side-to-side difference (SSD) in ACL-IB), and

b) between the involved leg of patients 2 years after 
ACL-IB, the involved leg of patients 2 years after 
ACL-R, and the non-dominant leg of healthy 
controls (leg difference between groups).

Considering the less invasive procedure and greater pres-
ervation of natural knee joint structures in ACL-IB, we 
expect no SSD in patients after ACL-IB (first hypothesis) 
and more natural (closer to control) biomechanics after 
ACL-IB than after ACL-R (second hypothesis).

Methods
This study is a substudy of a larger non-randomised com-
parative umbrella study with retrospective data collec-
tion [22].

Participants
We enrolled patients who underwent ACL surgery at our 
institution. Inclusion criteria for patients were 2 years 
since primary InternalBraceTM-augmented ACL repair 
after proximal rupture (Sherman classification type I and 
II [23]) performed within a maximum of 5 weeks after the 
index injury, or 2 years since primary single-bundle ACL 
reconstruction with autologous hamstring tendon (semi-
tendinosus and, if required (graft width < 7 mm), gracilis 
tendon) performed within a maximum of 8 months after 
the index injury. The maximum time from injury to sur-
gery for ACL-IB was chosen because primary ACL repair 
is recommended in the early phase after rupture [8, 24]. 
The maximum time from injury to surgery for ACL-R 
was chosen to reduce the influence of manifested devia-
tions due to previous periods of conservative treatment. 
Exclusion criteria for patients were concomitant rupture 
of the posterior cruciate ligament, complete rupture of 
both collateral ligaments, and previous injury or surgery 
in the involved or uninvolved leg. Inclusion criteria for 
controls were no history of knee injury. Inclusion criteria 
for all participants were age between 18 and 60 years, a 
body mass index of < 35 kg/m2, no known neuromuscular 
pathology, and the ability to give informed consent. Hos-
pital cases of InternalBraceTM-augmented ACL repair 
surgery and ACL reconstruction surgery were screened 
for eligible patients 2 years after ACL-IB and ACL-R 
according to our inclusion and exclusion criteria. Con-
trols were recruited from the local area. Each ACL-IB 

suggest that function in the involved leg is not fully recovered and that ACL tear is not only a mechanical disruption 
but also affects the sensorimotor integrity, which may not be restored after surgery. The trend toward fewer 
abnormalities in knee moments and semitendinosus muscle function during walking after ACL-IB warrants further 
investigation and may underscore the importance of preserving the hamstring muscles as ACL agonists.

Level of evidence Level III, case-control study.

Trial registration clinicaltrials.gov, NCT04429165 (12/06/2020).
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patient was sex-matched to a patient after ACL-R and 
a control subject with a maximum age difference of no 
more than 4 years between all groups [22].

Twenty-nine patients after unilateral primary ACL-
IB, 27 sex- and age-matched patients after ACL-R with 
hamstring autograft (23 with semitendinosus tendon; 
four with semitendinosus and gracilis tendon), and 29 
sex- and age-matched healthy controls were included 
(Table 1). To complete our ACL-R group and ensure an 
appropriate age and sex matching, we deviated from the 
published protocol [22] and recruited five patients who 
had received a hamstring autograft from two other medi-
cal centres. All patients had a complete ACL tear. As 
reported in previous studies related to the umbrella study 
project [22, 25, 26], anthropometry, timing of follow-up, 
and activity level (Tegner Activity Score (TAS) [27]) did 
not differ between groups (Table 1). Surgery for primary 
augmented ACL repair was performed 8 days earlier after 
the index injury than for primary ACL-R, because ACL-
IB is performed early after injury to allow for healing [8, 
24].

Procedures
All participants were examined in a single visit to the 
Laboratory of Functional Biomechanics at the University 
Hospital Basel (Switzerland). Anthropometric param-
eters were measured including all parameters required 
for the underlying gait models (e.g., height, leg length), 
and participants were prepared for the subsequent gait 
analysis. Participants were then asked to walk in their 

own shoes at self-selected speeds along a 10-m walkway 
with two embedded force plates until at least four valid 
trials per leg were obtained (i.e., foot isolated on a force 
plate). Anthropometric data were managed using RED-
Cap© [28, 29]. Gait data were processed using MATLAB 
(R2020b, The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, US).

Gait data
Knee biomechanics
Knee biomechanics (kinematics and kinetics) during 
walking were recorded using a motion capture system 
(VICON, Oxford, UK; sampling rate 240  Hz) and two 
force plates (Kistler 9260AA6, Kistler AG, Winterthur, 
Switzerland; sampling rate 2400  Hz). Reflective mark-
ers (Ø 16 mm) were placed on the skin at defined bony 
landmarks (pelvis, femur, tibia, fibula and foot), with 
additional nine and six cluster markers on the femur and 
the tibia, respectively (Fig. 1). The full set of markers was 
used to calibrate the subject-specific marker model (ana-
tomical segment marker and cluster marker-based coor-
dinate systems) in an upright, hip-width static reference 
position (Fig. 2). All medial markers were then removed.

Marker trajectories were processed (labelled, gap-filled, 
filtered with Woltring filter [30]) in Nexus (VICON, 

Table 1 Characteristics of patients after 
InternalBraceTM-augmented anterior cruciate ligament repair 
(ACL-IB), ACL reconstruction (ACL-R) and controls
Parameter ACL-IB

(n = 29)
ACL-R
(n = 27)

Controls
(n = 29)

P 
value

Sex (N, male/female) 13/16 13/14 13/16
Age (years) 36.8 (10.6) 37.0 (10.7) 37.0 (10.7) 0.995
Body mass (kg) 73.2 (10.9) 73.1 (14.5) 70.2 (16.6) 0.656
Body height (cm) 172.2 (7.8) 170.5 (7.4) 172.6 

(10.8)
0.643

Body mass index (kg/
m²)

25.5 
[21.2;26.5]*

24.5 
[21.9;27.5]*

23.1 
[20.4;24.9]*

0.134*

Time injury to surgery 
(days)

20 [15;25]* 28 [14;56]* 0.026*

Follow-up (months) 24.4 
[23.6;27.2]*

24.2 
[23.6;24.9]*

0.184*

TAS at follow-up 4.0 
[4.0;6.0]*

4.0 
[4.0;5.0]*

4.0 
[3.0;5.0]*

0.329*

TAS, Tegner Activity Score

distributions are given as number of subjects and percentage of the respective 
group; values are given as mean (standard deviation) and p-values for one-way 
analysis of variance

*values are given as median [25;75] percentile and p-values for Kruskal Wallis 
or Mann-Whitney-U tests because quantile-quantile-plots revealed no normal 
distribution

bold printed values indicate a significant difference between groups, p < 0.05 Fig. 1 Placement of skin markers (including thigh (blue) and shank (yel-
low) clusters), and electromyographic electrodes (red circles, electrodes 
at the pelvis are placed on the skin under the shorts) in the frontal (A), 
lateral (B) and posterior (C) view. (Cluster marker: thigh (blue); shank (yel-
low); electromyography electrodes (red circles, electrodes at the hip for 
gluteus medius under the shorts)). Figure retrieved and modified from the 
RetroBRACE study protocol [22]. © Author(s) 2022. Re-use permitted under 
CC BY-NC
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Oxford, UK). Knee kinematics (3D rotations and ante-
rior tibia translation) were calculated using the point 
cluster technique (PCT) [31, 32]. In this approach, the 
cluster-based coordinate systems (femur: femur cluster 
and greater trochanter marker; tibia: tibia cluster and 
lateral tibia plateau marker, Fig. 1) and their relationship 
to the anatomical femur and tibia coordinate systems 

in the static trial were used to calculate the anatomical 
segments in the dynamic trials using the eigenvalue and 
eigenvector method of the inertia tensor of the clusters 
to correct for rigid anatomical segments (PCT approach, 
Fig. 2) [31, 32]. An Euler angle sequence (xyz) was used 
to calculate the knee angles between the anatomical 
femur and tibia coordinates system in the dynamic tri-
als (Fig.  2), with the tibia as reference (distal segment). 
Anteroposterior translation was defined as the anterior 
position of the origin of the femur coordinate system 
(midpoint of the transepicondylar line) relative to the ori-
gin of the tibia coordinate system (midpoint medial and 
lateral tibia plateau, Fig. 2). These data were then inverted 
to show positive values as anterior tibia translation in 
relation to the femur. This method of analysis has previ-
ously been used in patients after ACL-R [33]. The con-
ventional gait model (CGM) version 2.3 [34] was used 
for inverse kinetic calculations, with the middle markers 
on the lateral side, and the distal and proximal markers 
on the anterior side of the thigh and shank clusters were 
used as CGM cluster markers, respectively. Joint kinetics 
were filtered with a 4th -order low‐pass Butterworth filter 
(cut‐off frequency 12 Hz), and joint moments (expressed 
as external moments) and power were normalised to 
body mass (Nm/kg, W/kg). Positive values represented 
anterior tibia translation; flexion, abduction, and inter-
nal tibia rotation angles; flexion, adduction, and inter-
nal tibia rotation moments; and joint power generation. 
Gait events were detected from the force plate data using 
thresholds of ≥ 20 N for foot strike and < 20 N for foot‐off.

Muscle activity
Muscle activity of the gluteus medius, vastus lateralis, 
vastus medialis, semitendinosus, tibialis anterior and gas-
trocnemius medialis muscles was recorded using surface 
electromyography (EMG) electrodes (Myon AG, Schwar-
zenberg, Switzerland, sampling rate 2400 Hz, inter-elec-
trode distance 25  mm). EMG electrodes were attached 
bilaterally to shaved (if necessary) and alcohol-cleaned 
skin according to the standards of the SENIAM project 
[35] (Surface Electromyography for the Non-Invasive 
Assessment of Muscles; Fig. 1).

Raw EMG data were filtered (4th -order bandpass fil-
ter, 20–450  Hz), full-wave rectified, and smoothed (4th 
-order lowpass filter, 6  Hz) [36]. EMG amplitudes were 
normalised per participant and per leg. Muscle activity of 
the thigh muscles (semitendinosus and vasti) were nor-
malised to maximum voluntary isokinetic contraction 
(MVC), determined in two trials of four repetitions each 
at 60°/s on a dynamometer (Biodex Medical Systems, 
Shirley, USA) [22]. All other muscles were normalised to 
their maximum contraction during walking (maximum 
contraction walking, MCW) [4].

Fig. 2 Anatomical (femur: f; tibia: t) and cluster coordinate systems (thigh: 
tc; shank: sc) for kinematic calculations. (Left leg. Origins: anatomic coordi-
nate systems: midpoint of the medial and lateral epicondyles (femur) and 
medial and lateral tibia plateau (tibia); cluster coordinate system: center of 
mass of cluster markers. Axes: femur: temporary X-axis from lateral to me-
dial epicondyles; Z-axis from lateral epicondyle to greater trochanter; tibia: 
temporary X-axis from lateral to medial tibia plateau; Z-axis from the mid-
point between the lateral and medial malleoli to origin of tibia coordinate 
system. For each anatomical coordinate system, the Y-axis was defined as 
cross product between the Z- and temporary X-axis, and the X-axis as cross 
product between the Y- and Z-axis. Axes of the cluster coordinate system: 
eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the inertia tensor of the cluster markers 
assuming a unit weight for each marker (PCT approach))
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Trajectories of knee kinetics, kinematics and muscle 
activity data were time-normalised to the gait cycle 
(defined from foot strike to foot strike, 0–100% gait cycle 
(GC)) and averaged across trials for each participant and 
leg for further statistical analysis.

Statistical analysis
Group characteristics, including anthropometric and 
clinical data and spatio-temporal parameters, were 
compared between groups using analysis of variance 
(ANOVA), and Kruskal-Wallis or Mann-Whitney U 
tests (patient data only) when quantile-quantile-plots 
did not yield a normal distribution. Based on our sample 
size estimation [22], 28 subjects were required to detect 
a statistically significant difference with 80% power and 
a significance level of 5%. Statistical analysis of group 
characteristics was performed in SPSS Version 28.0.1.0 
(IBM Corporation, Amonk, NY, USA), and gait data were 
analysed using MATLAB (R2020b, The MathWorks Inc., 
Natick, MA, US).

Biomechanical and muscle activity patterns (i.e., spa-
tio-temporal, kinematic or kinetic trajectories) are com-
monly described and analysed using discrete parameters 
computed from the respective time series data (i.e., local 
extrema or value at initial contact) [2, 3] or through 
time series analysis, such as statistical parametric map-
ping (SPM). While time series analysis allows for a more 
comprehensive analysis of biomechanical data trajecto-
ries [37], when comparing biomechanical data between 
multiple trials (i.e., of legs or groups) it requires that the 
datasets are normalised to the same movement periods 
(i.e., gait cycle) [38]. This time normalisation can result 
in a time shift of peak values due to variations in motion 
velocity. Hence, the results of SPM analysis – where 
data are compared at each time point – may differ from 
the results of discrete parameter analysis. Accordingly, 
the combination of time series analysis and time-inde-
pendent discrete parameter analysis allows for a com-
prehensive analysis of leg differences and similarities in 
biomechanical and muscle activity parameters. Because 
weight-bearing and non-weight-bearing conditions affect 
secondary knee mechanics and knee contact forces dif-
ferently [18, 39], we analysed the full gait cycle, stance 
and swing, during walking. Therefore, the trajectories 

and discrete parameters of knee kinematics and kinet-
ics, and muscle activity were analysed and compared 
between the legs of ACL-IB (SSD = involved–uninvolved 
leg), between the involved legs of the patients (ACL-IB 
vs. ACL-R), and between the involved leg of patients and 
the non-dominant leg of the controls (ACL-IB vs. Con-
trols, ACL-R vs. Controls).

Trajectories. Trajectories of knee kinematics and kinet-
ics, and muscle activity data were compared using SPM 
(http://www.spm1D.org, M.0.4.7) [37]. Side-to-side dif-
ferences in ACL-IB were detected using paired t-tests, 
and leg differences between groups were detected using 
a one-way ANOVA (P < 0.05) with post-hoc Bonferroni 
tests with a critical P value corrected for multiple com-
parisons (P < 0.05/3) [40]. Only significantly different 
intervals longer than 2%GC (i.e., from more than two 
consecutive time points) were analysed and interpreted 
[40, 41]. For these intervals (i.e., the difference between 
the trajectories exceeds the critical threshold), the mean 
and standard deviation (SD) of the maximum difference 
(mDiff) in each respective interval were calculated:

  • SSD in ACL-IB: mean and SD of the maximum 
difference between the trajectory of the involved and 
uninvolved leg for each patient.

  • Between ACL-IB and ACL-R: mean and SD of the 
maximum difference between the trajectory of each 
ACL-IB and the mean trajectory of ACL-R.

  • Between patient groups (ACL-IB, ACL-R) and 
controls: mean and SD of the maximum difference 
between the trajectory of each patient and the mean 
trajectory of controls.

Discrete parameters. Frequently studied discrete param-
eters (maximum, minimum or mean) of knee angles, 
moments and power after ACL-R were calculated 
(Table 2) [2, 3, 33, 42]. For muscle activity data, the maxi-
mum activity of amplitude-normalized EMG data was 
calculated. 95% confidence intervals (CI) of SSD in ACL-
IB and of leg differences between groups not containing 
zero were interpreted as significant leg differences (asym-
metry). For these significant parameters, the mean and 
SD of the differences were also calculated.

Results
Spatio-temporal parameters
The groups did not differ in walking speed or in other 
spatio-temporal parameters (Table  2; Supplementary 
Table S1).

Knee biomechanics
Side-to-side differences in ACL-IB
Trajectories. No significant differences in knee biome-
chanics were found between the legs in ACL-IB (Fig. 3).

Discrete parameters. The minimal knee flexion angle in 
terminal stance (2.4 ± 5.1°) was significantly higher and 

Table 2 Spatio-temporal parameters in patients after 
InternalBraceTM-augmented anterior cruciate ligament repair 
(ACL-IB), ACL reconstruction (ACL-R), and controls
Parameter ACL-IB

(n = 29)
ACL-R
(n = 27)

Controls
(n = 29)

P 
value

Walking speed (m/s) 1.38 (0.13) 1.41 (0.14) 1.43 (0.19) 0.443
Cadence (steps/min) 110 (5) 113 (8) 113 (8) 0.221
Stride time (s) 1.09 (0.05) 1.07 (0.08) 1.07 (0.08) 0.285
Stride length (m) 1.50 (0.13) 1.50 (0.11) 1.52 (0.16) 0.837

http://www.spm1D.org
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the maximum knee flexion moment (-0.07 ± 0.17Nm/
kg) was significantly lower in the involved leg than in the 
uninvolved leg in ACL-IB (CI excluding zero, Table 3).

Leg differences between groups
Trajectories. The trajectories of anterior tibia position 
(0–3%GC, P = 0.042; 97–100%GC, P = 0.045) and knee 
internal rotation moment (33–42%GC, P < 0.001; differ-
ences between 1–3%GC neglected) differed significantly 
between groups (Fig.  4). Post hoc analyses revealed dif-
ferences only between patients and controls. ACL-IB had 
less anterior tibia position than controls before, at, and 
after foot strike (0–3%GC, P = 0.015, mDiff − 7.4 ± 9.2 mm; 
98–100%GC, P = 0.016, mDiff − 8.9 ± 9.5 mm), and ACL-R 
had lower knee internal rotation moments than controls 
from 34 to 41%GC (P < 0.001, mDiff − 0.04 ± 0.03Nm/
kg; difference ACL-IB vs. controls between 1–2%GC 
(neglected)).

Discrete parameters. During swing, ACL-IB knees were 
more maximally flexed than ACL-R knees (3.6 ± 7.6°, 
Table  3). Both ACL-IB (-6.2 ± 12.1  mm) and ACL-R 
(-5.9 ± 12.2  mm) had a lower maximum anterior tibia 
position during walking than controls. ACL-R also had 
significantly lower maximum knee extension moments 
(higher knee flexion moment, 0.13 ± 0.21Nm/kg) and 
lower maximum knee internal rotation moments than 
controls (-0.03 ± 0.07Nm/kg, Table 3).

Muscle activity
Side-to-side differences in ACL-IB
Trajectories and discrete parameters. Muscle activation 
patterns did not differ between the involved and unin-
volved leg in ACL-IB for either the SPM (Fig. 5A) or the 
discrete parameters (Table 3).

Leg differences between groups
Trajectories. No differences in muscle activity trajectories 
were found between groups (Fig. 5B).

Discrete parameters. In ACL-IB, none of the muscle 
activity parameters differed from ACL-R or from con-
trols. ACL-R had a significantly higher maximum activity 
of the semitendinosus muscle during walking compared 
to controls (11.2 ± 25.3%MVC, Table 3).

Discussion
Our aim was to determine differences in knee kinematics 
and kinetics, and muscle activity during walking between 
the legs of patients 2 years after ACL-IB (SSD), and to 
compare the same parameters between the involved 
legs of patients 2 years after ACL-IB, the involved legs 
of patients 2 years after ACL-R, and the non-dominant 
leg of healthy controls. Our results confirmed our first 
hypothesis that there would be no SSDs in patients 2 
years after ACL-IB in almost all parameters. Our second 
hypothesis, that knee biomechanics and muscle activa-
tion patterns would be more natural (closer to control) 

Fig. 3 Mean (solid line) and 1 standard deviation (shaded area) of trajectories of knee biomechanics of the involved (blue) and uninvolved (dashed 
black) leg in patients after InternalBraceTM-augmented ACL-repair (ACL-IB), and statistical parametric mapping (SPM) analysis between the legs (t-test and 
statistical critical value (t))
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after ACL-IB than after ACL-R was partially confirmed, 
particularly for knee moments and semitendinosus mus-
cle activity.

Side-to-side differences in ACL-IB
During loading response, patients after ACL-IB had a 
lower maximum knee flexion moment in the involved 
leg compared to the uninvolved leg, but not compared to 
the non-dominant leg in our control group. During push-
off, in ACL-IB, the involved knee was 2.4° more flexed, 
resulting in a lower range of motion during the stance 
phase of walking. However, regardless of statistical signif-
icance, this difference was less than the minimal clinically 
important difference of 3° reported in the literature for 
differences between limbs in a healthy population [43], 
and less than 4°, the error reported in a systematic review 
of the reliability of kinematics in 3D gait analysis for the 
sagittal plane [44].

During loading response, patients after ACL-IB had 
a lower maximum knee flexion moment in the involved 
leg compared to the uninvolved leg, but not compared to 
the non-dominant leg in our control group. The external 
knee flexion moment is internally controlled by the quad-
riceps muscle, whose contraction is associated with ante-
rior tibial shear force and tibia translation [45]. The ACL 
is considered to be the main constraint against anterior 

tibial translation [46]. Consequently, the observed lower 
maximum knee flexion moment in patients after ACL-IB 
could be a mechanism that probably relieves or protects 
the healed ACL or the involved knee. Nevertheless, the 
95% CIs of the SSD in ACL-IB overlapped with the CIs of 
our age- and sex-matched healthy control group for this 
parameter (Supplements Table S1), suggesting that these 
differences are not greater than those observed in the 
controls. Furthermore, the interlimb difference in knee 
flexion moment was at the margin of 0.04 Nm/kg*m (0.07 
Nm/kg ≈ 0.04 Nm/kg*m) and thus within the minimal 
clinically important difference reported by Di Stasi et al. 
[43]. The average leg asymmetry in the maximum exter-
nal knee flexion moment in ACL-IB was approximately 
9.6%. An asymmetry of 10% in this parameter during 
walking was assumed to be exceeded by 72–84% of the 
total population, questioning the generally considered 
threshold of 10% asymmetry for joint kinetics [47] and 
the relevance of asymmetry in ACL-IB.

Based on these results and the thresholds reported in 
the literature, we consider the observed interlimb differ-
ences in minimum knee extension angle during push-off 
and in maximum knee flexion moment during loading 
response in ACL-IB to be not meaningful, suggesting 
that there is no relevant asymmetry in knee kinemat-
ics, kinetics, and muscle activity 2 years after ACL-IB. 

Fig. 4 Mean (solid line) and 1 standard deviation (dashed line) of trajectories of knee biomechanics of the involved leg in patients after 
InternalBraceTM-augmented ACL repair (ACL-IB, blue), the involved leg in patients after ACL reconstruction (ACL-R, red) and the non-dominant leg of 
healthy controls (green), and intervals with significant difference (grey shaded area) revealed by statistical parametric mapping (one-way analysis of vari-
ance (ANOVA) with posthoc Bonferroni tests)
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Nevertheless, these differences should be considered in 
the context of possible subsequent injury or the onset of 
osteoarthritis and may continue to decrease, stagnate, or 
even increase over time.

Differences between groups
Knee biomechanics
The greater knee flexion angle during swing in ACL-IB 
compared to ACL-R was the only significant difference 
observed between patient groups. As mentioned previ-
ously, the observed difference of < 4° in knee flexion angle 
was rather small and within the error for knee flexion 
angles recorded using skin-based motion capture [44], 
suggesting that there is no meaningful difference in knee 
biomechanics, and in muscle activation between ACL-IB 
and ACL-R 2 years after surgery. This result is consistent 
with the findings of Schlieman et al. [48] who found no 
differences in knee flexion angle between ACL-R and a 
dynamic augmented ACL repair technique at 6 weeks 
and 6 months postoperatively.

The comparison between ACL patients and the 
matched healthy control group with comparable knee-
related activity levels shown in the TAS indicated simi-
lar gait adaptation in knee biomechanics after ACL-IB 
and ACL-R, especially in anterior tibia position and knee 
moments. Although only patients after ACL-IB showed a 
lower anterior tibia position around foot strike compared 
with controls when comparing trajectories (SPM), a sig-
nificant difference was also observed between ACL-R 
and controls in maximum anterior tibia position (discrete 
parameter). Therefore, the translational behaviour of the 
tibia does not seem to be fully recovered even 2 years 
after ACL-IB or ACL-R. As stated previously, differences 
in the results between the SPM analysis and the discrete 
parameter analysis may occur due to variations in motion 
velocity affected by time normalisation. Therefore, peak 
values may be shifted (rather than coinciding in time), 
which may have resulted in non-significant (masked) dif-
ferences in the SPM analysis between ACL-R and con-
trols when comparing each time point between groups.

Fig. 5 Mean (1 standard deviation) trajectories of lower leg muscle activity normalized to maximum voluntary isokinetic contraction (MVC, thigh mus-
cles) or to maximum activation during walking (MCW, shank muscles). A: between legs in patients after InternalBraceTM-augmented ACL-repair (ACL-IB), 
and statistical parametric mapping analysis (SPM, t-test and statistical critical value (t)); B: between the involved leg in patients after ACL-IB, the involved 
leg in patients after ACL-R and the non-dominant leg of healthy controls, and SPM analysis (one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA)
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Inconsistent results have been reported for dynamic 
anterior-posterior translation in the knee during walking 
after ACL-R, mostly comparing between legs in patient 
and not to controls. Beard et al. [49] observed greater rel-
ative anterior tibia translation in the involved compared 
with the uninvolved leg throughout the gait cycle at 6 
months after ACL-R. Erhart-Hledik et al. [33] reported 
an average anterior position of the femur relative to the 
tibia (posterior tibia position relative to the femur) during 

stance in the involved leg 2 years after ACL-R, whereas 
the uninvolved leg had an average posterior position of 
the femur, suggesting a reduction in anterior tibia trans-
lation. Tagesson et al. [42] observed a greater range of 
anterior tibia translation during the stance phase of walk-
ing in the involved leg compared to the uninvolved leg 
5 years after ACL-R (hamstring tendon autografts). We 
only observed differences in anterior tibia position in the 
involved leg of our patients compared to controls but not 

Table 3 Discrete parameter of knee biomechanics and muscle activity in patients after InternalBraceTM-augmented anterior cruciate 
ligament repair (ACL-IB), ACL reconstruction (ACL-R) and controls
Parameter ACL-IB ACL-R Controls Side-to-side 

difference
Leg difference between groups
(Inv patients vs. NonDom controls)

Inv UnInv Inv NoDom ACL-IB ACL-IB vs. 
Controls

ACL-R vs. 
Controls

ACL-IB 
vs. ACL-R

mean 
(SD)

mean 
(SD)

mean 
(SD)

mean (SD) 95% CI 95% CI 95% CI 95% CI

Knee biomechanics
Flexion angle (°)
Maximum, ST 22.4 (0.8) 22.3 (0.9) 21.9 (0.6) 22.0 (0.7) [-2.1;2.2] [-2.9;3.8] [-3.5;3.3] [-2.9;3.9]
Minimum, ST 9.3 (0.6) 6.9 (0.7) 7.5 (0.6) 6.4 (0.5) [0.5;4.4] [-0.7;6.5] [-2.5;4.7] [-1.8;5.4]
Maximum, SW 72.4 (0.5) 71.2 (0.4) 68.6 (0.9) 69.7 (0.6) [-1.2;3.5] [-0.4;5.9] [-4.2;2.2] [0.5;7.0]
Abduction angle (°)
Mean, ST 3.2 (0.2) 4.2 (0.2) 4.0 (0.2) 2.6 (0.1) [-2.1;0.0] [-1.5;2.6] [-0.8;3.5] [-2.9;1.3]
Internal rotation angle (°)
Mean, ST -0.1 (0.5) -0.8 (0.3) -0.0 (0.4) -0.8 (0.4) [-0.9;2.3] [-1.7;3.1] [-1.6;3.2] [-2.5;2.4]
Mean, SW 7.7 (0.5) 6.7 (0.8) 7.1 (0.5) 5.7 (0.3) [-0.4;2.4] [-0.9;4.9] [-1.6;4.3] [-2.3;3.6]
Anterior tibia position (mm)
Maximum, GC 16.9 (0.9) 15.1 (1.2) 17.3 (1.0) 23.0 (0.7) [-1.8;5.4] [-11.6;-0.7] [-11.3;-0.2] [-6.0;5.1]
Flexion moment (Nm/kg)
Maximum, ST 0.66 (0.04) 0.73 (0.05) 0.76 (0.03) 0.75 (0.03) [-0.13;-0.00] [-0.25;0.08] [-0.17;0.17] [-0.26;0.1]
Minimum, second half ST -0.26 

(0.02)
-0.31 
(0.03)

-0.24 
(0.02)

-0.36 (0.02) [-0.00;0.11] [-0.00;0.20] [0.02;0.23] [-0.13;0.1]

Adduction moment (Nm/kg)
First maximum, ST 0.51 (0.03) 0.48 (0.03) 0.47 (0.02) 0.49 (0.02) [-0.01;0.06] [-0.07;0.10] [-0.10;0.07] [-0.05;0.1]
Second maximum ST 0.39 (0.02) 0.39 (0.02) 0.36 (0.02) 0.40 (0.02) [-0.04;0.03] [-0.08;0.07] [-0.11;0.05] [-0.05;0.1]
Internal rotation moment (Nm/kg)
Maximum, ST 0.17 (0.01) 0.18 (0.01) 0.16 (0.01) 0.19 (0.01) [-0.03;0.01] [-0.05;0.01] [-0.06;-0.00] [-0.02;0.0]
Power (W/kg)
Maximum, ST 1.11 (0.09) 1.25 (0.12) 1.17 (0.05) 1.36 (0.08) [-0.32;0.03] [-0.55;0.05] [-0.49;0.12] [-0.37;0.2]
Minimum, ST -1.28 

(0.14)
-1.43 
(0.19)

-1.38 
(0.09)

-1.51 (0.12) [-0.00;0.29] [-0.18;0.64] [-0.29;0.55] [-0.32;0.5]

Minimum, SW -2.22 
(0.09)

-2.26 
(0.08)

-2.24 
(0.06)

-2.45 (0.14) [-0.09;0.14] [-0.16;0.62] [-0.19;0.59] [-0.37;0.4]

Muscle activity
Maximum activation during gait cycle
Semitendinosus (%MVC) 22.0 (2.6) 22.9 (2.7) 30.7 (4.3) 20.0 (2.7) [-7.6;5.9] [-8.3;12.3] [0.1;21.3] [-19.2;1.8]
Vastus medialis (%MVC) 17.4 (3.2) 17.7 (2.7) 22.4 (8.5) 18.4 (2.6) [-3.8;3.3] [-10.6;8.7] [-5.9;13.8] [-14.8;4.9]
Vastus lateralis (%MVC) 32.1 (13.0) 25.9 (9.7) 23.0 (5.8) 25.6 (5.7) [-4.3;17.6] [-13.7;26.7] [-22.8;17.7] [-

11.5;29.6]
Gastrocnemius medialis (%MCW) 81.7 (3.8) 80.4 (7.4) 80.4 (3.9) 81.3 (3.1) [-2.7;6.9] [-3.7;4.6] [-5.3;3.5] [-3.1;5.8]
Gluteus medius (%MCW) 82.5 (3.2) 82.1 (2.8) 83.8 (4.1) 82.4 (4.0) [-3.7;3.9] [-4.2;4.6] [-3.0;5.9] [-5.8;3.2]
Tibialis anterior (%MCW) 83.2 (2.8) 85.8 (3.8) 83.4 (4.0) 84.2 (2.9) [-5.9;0.9] [-4.6;2.6] [-4.5;2.8] [-3.8;3.5]
Inv, involved leg; UnInv, Uninvolved leg; NonDom, non-dominant leg; SD, standard deviation; CI, confidence Interval; GC: gait cycle; ST, stance phase; SW, swing 
phase; MVC, isokinetic maximum voluntary contraction; MCW, maximum contraction during walking

Bold printed values indicate that 95%CI is excluding zero, indicating a significant difference
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between the legs of ACL-IB (and ACL-R, Supplements 
Table S1), in contrast to results reported in the literature 
[33, 42, 49]. The differences between our data and these 
studies may be due to different measurement techniques 
(electrogoniometer [42], marker-based [33, 49]), calcu-
lation of translation (inverse kinematics [33], relative 
marker displacements [49]), and/or different reference 
positions (passively guided knee motion [42], standing 
position [33]). In general, marker-based analyses of kine-
matics, especially joint displacements, are affected by soft 
tissue artefacts [50, 51]. Therefore, results on absolute 
tibia-femur position should be interpreted with caution.

While lower maximum knee extension (higher knee 
flexion) moment and lower (maximum) internal rotation 
moments were observed in ACL-R compared to controls 
in SPM and/or discrete parameters, ACL-IB did not dif-
fer significantly from controls in these parameters. Our 
results after ACL-R are comparable to two meta-analy-
ses [2, 3] that still showed deviations in knee moments 
in patients after ACL-R. Slater et al. [3] found that 
maximum external moments in knee flexion, extension, 
adduction, and external rotation were lower in ACL-R 
than in controls. Kaur et al. [2] reported lower maxi-
mum knee flexion moments (strong evidence) and first 
maximum knee adduction moment (moderate to strong 
evidence) in ACL-R compared to controls. Our results 
are partially consistent with these findings, but only for 
lower maximum knee extension (minimum knee flexion) 
and internal rotation moments during the second half 
of stance after ACL-R. While the absolute differences 
between ACL-R and controls in maximum knee exten-
sion (minimum knee flexion) moment were above the 
minimum clinically important difference reported by Di 
Stasi et al. (-0.13 Nm/kg > 0.04 Nm/kg*m ≈ 0.07 Nm/kg) 
[43], the difference in internal tibia rotation moment was 
not (-0.03 Nm/kg). However, this threshold was originally 
specified for knee flexion moments only. Nevertheless, 
we also observed a non-significant trend towards lower 
maximum knee extension (higher knee flexion) and max-
imum internal rotation moments in ACL-IB compared to 
controls. The CIs of the difference between ACL-IB and 
controls in these parameters barely included zero. Fur-
thermore, the patients after ACL-IB did not differ signifi-
cantly from ACL-R in these parameters and had a similar 
mean difference to controls as ACL-R (for comparison: 
ACL-IB, mean maximum knee extension (maximum 
knee flexion) moment: 0.10 Nm/kg; mean maximum 
knee internal rotation moment -0.02 Nm/kg). Therefore, 
our results support a comparable gait adaptation strategy 
in terms of knee kinetics after ACL-IB and ACL-R, which 
is further strengthened by our complementary analyses 
of hip joint kinetics in the supplements. Nevertheless, the 
differences in knee kinetics seem to be slightly (non-sig-
nificantly) smaller in ACL-IB than in ACL-R compared to 

controls, and it remains to be investigated whether this 
trend is more pronounced (or even different between the 
two ACL groups) in highly dynamic tasks such as run-
ning or jumping.

Interestingly, most of the differences in the involved leg 
of ACL patients were observed around foot strike and in 
terminal stance around ipsilateral push-off, compared 
to the healthy contralateral leg or with controls. During 
a complete gait cycle, the maximum length of the ACL 
or its posteromedial/anterolateral bundle was measured 
immediately before, at, or shortly after foot strike [52–
55], during midstance [54, 55], and during the push-off 
phase [52, 53, 56], i.e., at ipsilateral heel rise. A positive 
relationship between knee extension and length of the 
ACL has also been reported [52, 53, 55]. Given these 
findings, it is not surprising that most of the differences 
in our two ACL groups were found around foot strike 
and push-off of the involved leg when the knee is close to 
extension. Therefore, the observed differences or trends 
in both groups compared to controls may be a mecha-
nism to unload or (preemptively) protect the healed or 
reconstructed ACL from loading or stretching.

Muscle activity
During walking, patients after ACL-R used up to 11% 
more of their maximal voluntary semitendinosus acti-
vation than controls (for comparison: mean ACL-IB 
vs. controls: +2.1%; mean ACL-IB vs. ACL-R: -8.7%). 
The tendency for higher semitendinosus activation in 
ACL-R compared to controls was also observed in SPM, 
although not significantly. This could be due to the dis-
crepancy between SPM and discrete parameters (dis-
cussed in 4.2.1) or the high variability in semitendinosus 
activity in ACL-R compared to controls and ACL-IB. A 
previous meta-analysis [4] showed moderate to strong 
evidence of higher hamstring EMG amplitude during 
walking and stair climbing after ACL-R (55% hamstring 
tendon grafts) compared to controls when EMG signals 
were normalized to maximum voluntary isometric con-
traction. Our results observed after ACL-R are consistent 
with these findings and are also supported by comple-
mentary results of higher semitendinosus muscle activity 
in the involved leg than the uninvolved leg after ACL-R 
(Supplements, Table S1, Figure S5A). It is possible that 
patients after ACL-R have a lower maximal voluntary 
contraction after semitendinosus harvesting, and con-
sequently have to use more of their muscle activation 
capacity during walking in order to maintain ambulation. 
Because ACL repair does not require tendon harvest-
ing and thus does not involve additional intervention in 
the muscle-tendon complex, it is not surprising that we 
did not observe altered activation patterns after ACL-
IB. However, we did not observe significant differences 
between the two groups of patients, which may be due to 
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a slightly underpowered ACL-R group. The impairments 
in semitendinosus muscle function [4, 57–59] and pro-
prioception [60] reported after ACL-R may explain the 
observed differences compared to controls. However, the 
presumed preservation of proprioception after ACL-IB 
remains unclear.

The loading of the knee joint or ACL depends not only 
on the magnitude and direction of the external forces, 
i.e., ground reaction force, but also on the magnitude and 
direction of the internal forces, such as the forces exerted 
by the muscles spanning the knee [20], and therefore 
the knee muscles can load or unload the ACL [45]. The 
hamstring muscles are considered agonists of the ACL. 
When contracted, they prevent forward displacement of 
the tibia, thereby unloading the ACL, especially in more 
flexed knee positions [19]. In addition, hamstring muscle 
activity has been shown to influence the magnitude and 
timing of ACL loading during single-leg landing [21]. 
Therefore, the higher activity of the semitendinosus mus-
cle in patients after ACL-R (which occurs predominantly 
around heel strike) may also stabilize the knee in a pre-
paratory and protective manner, limiting anterior tibia 
translation and anterior shear forces during foot strike 
and loading response. This hypothesis is supported by 
previously published studies [61–64]. In ACL-deficient 
patients, greater medial and lateral hamstring muscle 
activity, and higher hamstrings-to-quadriceps co-con-
traction of the medial and lateral pairs were observed in 
the involved leg compared to the healthy contralateral leg 
during weight-acceptance of walking [61]. After ACL-R 
(32% hamstring tendon grafts), higher co-activation of 
medial and lateral hamstrings and quadriceps, as well as 
semitendinosus and vastus medialis was reported com-
pared to controls during the foot strike phase of walking 
[62]. Recently, in healthy subjects with lax knees, higher 
activity of the semitendinosus muscle was observed when 
anterior tibia translation was higher during jump land-
ings [63]. Thus, hamstring muscle activity appears to be a 
natural mechanism for limiting anterior translation. Fur-
thermore, higher semitendinosus muscle activity before 
foot strike during jump landing was found in patients 
after primary ACL-R compared to patients after second-
ary ACL-R (all patellar tendon grafts) [64]. Therefore, 
higher activity was considered protective for second-
ary ACL rupture after ACL-R. Whether such a protec-
tive mechanism also exists after ACL-IB remains to be 
clarified. However, it could be that after ACL-IB a higher 
activity of the semitendinosus is not necessary for com-
pensation or prevention because the semitendinosus was 
not harvested.

In conclusion, the similarity in muscle activity after 
ACL-IB compared to controls but the presence of dif-
ferences after ACL-R, suggests a reduced or even absent 
muscular compensatory mechanism after ACL-IB. 

Consequently, our results highlight that preservation of 
native ACL fibres and the semitendinosus muscle includ-
ing its tendon may be beneficial.

Clinical implications
These results indicate that neither ACL group was 
functionally worse or better, as demonstrated by com-
parable ambulatory knee mechanics, and muscle activ-
ity patterns in a direct comparison between ACL-IB 
and ACL-R. Regarding the surgical procedure, ACL-
IB achieved a similar walking outcome while being less 
invasive and preserving the surrounding knee muscu-
lature, including its function. Thus, the absence of har-
vesting and associated complications [4] with ACL 
repair seems to be an advantage over ACL-R. Therefore, 
our results demonstrate that there is the potential for 
InternalBraceTM-augmented ACL repair as an alterna-
tive treatment modality for a specific subgroup of ACL 
patients (i.e., adult patients, proximal ACL rupture, oper-
ated within 3 weeks of ACL injury, moderate knee-related 
activity level). However, it is not known whether these 
results hold true when compared to patients with other 
tendon grafts. Regardless of ACL-IB or ACL-R, neither 
group achieved normal walking biomechanics (transla-
tion and kinetics). Therefore, 2 years postoperatively, gait 
still appears to be affected by the original ACL rupture 
and may not fully normalize thereafter. This is consistent 
with the notion that ACL rupture not only represents a 
mechanical disruption in terms of loss of stability, but 
also affects sensorimotor integrity, including neuroplastic 
adaptations [65]. Therefore, neurological, sensorimotor 
studies are needed in addition to biomechanical analy-
ses to understand the full functional outcomes after aug-
mented ACL repair and the potential differences/benefits 
of this surgical technique compared to reconstruction.

Strength and limitations
The major strength of this study is that, for the first time, 
we provide information on knee biomechanics and leg 
muscle activity patterns after ACL-IB and compare them 
with age- and sex-matched patients after ACL-R with 
hamstring tendon grafts and a healthy matched control 
group. This study also has some limitations. Based on 
surgical recommendations, we only included patients 
with a proximal rupture for augmented ACL repair [8], 
whereas all rupture lesions were accepted for ACL-R. 
Therefore, our results may be biased by the selection of 
ACL patients. Both groups of patients underwent stan-
dard physical therapy, but the duration and adherence 
to therapy were not recorded, which may have further 
influenced our results. We informed our subjects to 
bring comfortable (sports) shoes, as the test battery of 
the umbrella study [22] included other dynamic activi-
ties. The extent to which different shoe types may have 
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influenced our results is unknown. Because we used two 
different normalisation methods, the interpretation of 
the thigh muscles in combination with the other muscles 
is limited. Finally, angular rotations and especially joint 
translations [47] measured using skin marker motion 
analysis are highly dependent on marker placement and 
subject to soft tissue artefacts [61–63]. Therefore, the 
absolute values and the magnitude of the differences 
observed (e.g., especially the values for anterior tibia 
position) may be higher than usual [47]. However, as all 
participants were analysed using the same method, it can 
be assumed that all participants are subject to approxi-
mately the same systematic errors, so the observed differ-
ences are unlikely to have occurred by chance.

Conclusion
Two years after ACL-IB, patients have no relevant leg 
asymmetry in knee biomechanics or muscle activity. The 
similar walking outcome after ACL-IB and ACL-R, but 
the less invasive surgery of ACL-IB (i.e., no tendon har-
vest), underlines the value of augmented ACL repair as 
a possible alternative to ACL-R for patients with a proxi-
mal rupture and a moderate activity level (median, TAS 
of 4). Nevertheless, both groups of patients still showed 
gait adaptations compared to controls at 2 years postop-
eratively. Fewer differences in knee kinetics and semiten-
dinosus muscle activation after ACL-IB than after ACL-R 
indicates that preservation of native ACL fibres and the 
muscle-tendon complex may be beneficial. Biomechani-
cal and neurological sensorimotor studies are desirable to 
better understand the differences in functional outcome 
between ACL-IB and ACL-R and the presumed benefits 
of ACL-IB.
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